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President’s Report
Andy Squire
So, I have just walked in from the Talooge Muster and Tree Planting weekend and been
reminded that I am supposed to do a President's Report. Tired, hungry and somewhat dirty and
smelly (some would say situation normal), but priorities….
The weekend went well with a good turnout for the muster/tree planting and for the Camper
Trailer workshop. It was really enjoyable and we managed to get through a mountain of work
ably coordinated by Peter R. The big shed has been cleaned out (again…. it’s kind of like a kid’s
bedroom, every time you turn around it is untidy and cluttered), a heap of firewood collected,
gutters cleaned, 30 something trees planted, paving done in front of the toilets (thanks Bron for
being the only one to stick it out from start to finish!!), campsite raked and re-seeded and
probably a whole heap more that I am forgetting. Everyone contributed to a successful muster.
A big thanks to Matt for looking after the trees over winter and having them ready to plant, Pete
for managing the muster, all those who came out and helped, and a special thanks to Sue, Lynne
and Jane for the delicious soup on Saturday night. Always a great night and a welcome dinner
after a big day. Enjoyed by all, along with a few cleansing and refreshing beverages and some
frivolity and hilarity as the night went on. You’d think that PR would learn not to try and sleep
in the kitchen/training shed when these events are on as it makes for a late night.
Last month Lynne Donaldson and I travelled to Newcastle for the August meeting of the
NSW/ACT 4WD Association. It was an interesting meeting with a number of matters coming
up. Of particular interest was that the Association has resigned from the National Council on the
basis that the National Council is currently being mismanaged and is not providing transparency
to the relevant member bodies (there is a bit more to it, but I think that summarises it in a
nutshell). The Association has taken out its own insurance which covers member clubs, so our
insurance is still relevant (as a current member of the Association). The committee will be
writing to the Association in the next couple of weeks seeking some further information and
raising a few concerns that we have that we weren’t able to discuss fully at the meeting. We will
provide a more comprehensive report back to our membership once we have more details.
We have confirmation that the new website will be going live next week (week starting 16
September) which is pretty exciting. It has taken a lot of effort and input from a number of
members. It is important that membership details (particularly email addresses) are up-to-date,
so please logon to the current website and make sure your details are correct.
And finally, for personal reasons Glen Watts has regretfully had to resign from the Committee.
Glen has been a member for a number of years and was most recently the Public Relations
Coordinator. In the last few years Glen has implemented a new sponsorship program which has
seen different levels of sponsorship/advertising, and has worked hard to make sure our sponsors
are well represented in club activities. He will still be involved with the club (he has only
resigned from the Committee), and I want to say a big thanks to Glen for his efforts and wish him
all the best in the future – hopefully we will see him back on the committee at some point.
And as I discovered on the weekend, at every party there are two kinds of people – those who
want to go home and those who don’t. The trouble is, they are usually married to each other.
See you next Month
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Trips and Events - Michael Patrick

Start Date
11-Sep-19
13-Sep-19
22-Sep-19
05-Oct-19
05-Oct-19

End Date
Activity
Type
11-Sep-19
Pre Safe One Basic Driver Training Evening
Training
15-Sep-19
Safe One Basic Driver Training at Talooge Park
Training
22-Sep-19
Brindabella Ramble
Grade 3
07-Oct-19 Bendethra Caves joint venture with theTriple Diamond Club Grade 3
07-Oct-19
Wombeyan Caves and Yerranderie Township
Grade 3

09-Oct-19 09-Oct-19
19-Oct-19 20-Oct-19

Basic Training 4WD Vechicle Evaluation
Chain Saw Awareness Training

26-Oct-19 26-Oct-19

Lunch at Sully's Cider and Wine at the Old Cheese Facto-

30-Oct-19 30-Oct-19
01-Nov-19 03-Nov-19

Pre Safe One Basic Driver Training Evening
Safe One Basic Driver Training at Talooge Park

08-Nov-19
09-Nov-19
15-Nov-19
16-Nov-19
21-Nov-19
22-Nov-19
23-Nov-19
24-Nov-19
30-Nov-19
06-Dec-19
08-Dec-19
01-Feb-20
07-Mar-20
21-Mar-20
10-Apr-20
09-May-20
29-Aug-20

10-Nov-19
09-Nov-19
17-Nov-19
16-Nov-19
21-Nov-19
24-Nov-19
29-Nov-19
24-Nov-19
01-Dec-19
09-Dec-19
08-Dec-19
02-Feb-20
09-Mar-20
27-Mar-20
13-Apr-20
10-May-20
30-Aug-20

Yarrangobilly Thermal Pools
Brindabella Ramble
Student Driver Trainers Validation
Bredbo Christmas Barn and Pub
Trivia Night - Put your thinking cap on !!
Mt Airlie & Lithgow
Victorian High Country Ramble Vers 4
Exploring Cotter side tracks
Christmas Party
Vic High Country - Friday Night Dash v3 with Sponsors
Exploring Cotter side tracks 2
4 Wheel Drive Spectacular Outdoor Recreation Show
Tilba take 2
Vic High Country
Mungo National Park
Lowells flat campground
Games Night at Talooge

Leader
Joe Brigulio
Peter Butterfield
Michael Loberger
Andy Wall
Lynne Donaldson
Training Peter Butterfield
Workshop Neil Ellison
Social
Training
Training
Grade 3
Grade 3
Training
Social
Social
Grade 4
Grade 3
Grade 3
Social
Grade 3
Grade 3
Social
Grade 3
Grade 3
Grade 3
Grade 3
Grade 3

Andrea Szabo
Joe Brigulio
Peter Butterfield
Darren Miller
Michael Patrick
Joe Brigulio
Sue Phillips
Lynne Donaldson
Steve Smith
Michael Patrick
Darren Miller
Lynne Donaldson
Stuart Watts
Darren Miller
Rob Phillips
Michael Patrick
Matt Maddigan
Darren Miller
Sue Phillips
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The Madigan Line June 2019

It was my pleasure to lead the trip following Madigan's footsteps (well camel steps) across the
North Simpson Desert late June. I replaced Chris Nichols who was not able to lead due to
flooding of the Diamantina at Birdsville and Eyre Creek on the QAA line. Great bunch of
members including Charles, Bron and Andy, Bruce and Carol, Rob, Michael and Keryn, Peter,
Alain and Francoise, Scotty and Jen. We departed on 24the June from Old Andado and travelled
east to Birdsville, with the group splitting at Camp 16 to complete the Madigan or Poeppels
Corner. 9 vehicles left and 9 vehicles arrived. No major issues. Great trip but not to be taken
lightly as we were hundreds of kilometres from any assistance. I loved the dark nights with the
million plus stars and camp fires. Flies were also in the millions however the mandatory fly nets
alleviated most problems and they retired before dinner. This was my fourth crossing of the
Simpson and most enjoyable. I can recommend it to all who are prepared.
I thank Chris for being able to use his prep notes and planning for the trip. Highly appreciate the
following reports from the participants.

Jake Vanderstok
5

We met at Old Andado station, a small remnant of 50 km/sq2 which was one of the biggest
cattle stations in Australia until 1972. It is now surviving under Charitable Trust management.
This homestead shows tourists how life was in the earlier days in the outback without modern
amenities. It is nestled between two large sand dunes on the Western fringe of the Simpson
Desert. Under Peter Butterfield guidance some of us did some essential R&M. It is a constant
battle to manage the place as the desert tries to take over blowing sand everywhere. Water being
so scares the garden is in poor condition as there is no caretaker to water the trees and shrubs. It
requires use of generators to bring water from an underwater river. (One of the best water I ever
tasted, like the one in Canberra pre 2003 bushfire) Our work was rewarded by luscious morning
tea of sweet and savory muffins cooked by Bronwyn in a ‘donkey’ (outdoor wooden stove).
Andy did find a lot of wood around so we were lucky to have nice warm showers too. Bliss at
the end of busy rewarding day!

Mending fences.
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On Monday 24th June our group left the homestead to start our journey to Birdsville retracing
Cecil Madigan’s s expedition. Jennifer read us daily some extracts of Madigan’s diary and we
learnt that in June 1939 Cecil Madigan was the first European to cross the Simpson Desert. We
travelled at the same period so we could relate to some of his observations. Madigan was an
Australian explorer geologist, academic, aerial surveyor, meteorologist, author and officer of the
British Army. He had a party of nine men and nineteen camels into the trackless and waterless
Simpson Desert. Lack of feed for the camels caused great concern before the party reached their
destination. For weeks they battled huge sand dunes, on their way from Andado to Birdsville.
Madigan named the desert after the then President of the SA Branch of the Royal Geographical
Society of Australasia.
Crossing the Madigan Line is one of the most challenging and remote desert crossings in
Australia, 750km of incredible varied landscapes, far from civilisation and going in the he
middle of the largest sand dune desert in the world with amazingly steep eastern sides. The
intense red desert sand contrasts beautifully with the vegetation. This land is inside the
traditionally owned land of the East Arrernte and a permit to travel is required. We had to carry
enough fuel, food, water, spare parts and time in case of problems. Morning tea breaks were
welcome to let our shock absorbers cool down as fully loaded vehicles worked hard to get over
the dunes and suspensions were pushed to limit. It was really important to daily check nuts and
bolts as many of us had ‘funny noises’ which take time to investigate.
We left Andado going through the Mac Clark Conservation Reserve, established to protect one
of the three groves of Waddy trees in the world. (Acacia Peuce).The other two exist north of
Birdsville and south of Boulia). These hard-wooded, slow-growing trees seem to be thriving in
such harsh environment. In 1939, Madigan commented on how few trees there were here after
most had been removed for the construction of fences and cattle yards. The grove was fenced by
Molly Clark of Andado station in 1982 to protect the young trees from grazing cattle.
Call:0408 736 472

Madigan’s Camp sites were all marked with small plaques on yellow painted star pickets
Camps 1A and 2 are on private property, inaccessible, so the plaque was moved to somewhere
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more accessible. Some of us decided to hop on the first sand dune to look of the plaque of camp
2 but could not find it. Camps 3, 4 and 5 are on aboriginal land, no visiting access permitted.
Jack, our team leader, guided us through miles of gibber plains. The name 'gibber' comes from
the Aboriginal word for stone made from sand and dust blown away and polished by desert
winds. It is a very stern landscape to say the least.

Midafternoon Jake found a small wooded area, where we decided to set camp enjoying a roaring
fire looking at the stars.
Day 2, we started the first big sand dunes keeping an eye on each other as it was sometimes
more challenging for Michael & Kerry or Andy &Bronwyn to smoothly go over the crest with
their vans. The next day we had a pleasant journey, accustomed to the awesome dunes,
searching for camels, emus, eagles or others. Great use of radios and lot of laughs.
Day 4, Alain learned lead the convoy. As usual we also used the radio desert channel on regular
base to advise our location to potential on-coming convoy. Alas we came face-to- face with
single 4wd (a F250) heavily loaded, stuck on top of a sand dune. So we had to pull him out. The
guy had not checked the radio channel. His approach to the dune had really damaged some of
the eastern side of the dunes.

Day 5, mid-morning, Scotty damaged a spring so it was a real team work to install a spare part
to continue the journey.
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All help and advice

In the evening Charles, being an astrophysicist, gave us a wonderful talk about the stars, using
his powerful binoculars. We also discovered some of the aboriginal Dreamtime astronomy.
According to the legend the emu was a creator spirit that use to fly and look over the land: to
spot it you must look to the Southern Cross, and then at the dark cloud between the stars is the
head, while the neck, body and legs are formed from dust lanes stretching across the Milky Way.
The following day we arrived at the clay pan Camp 12 and took a group photo Scotty’s drone
does wonder too (does not deliver cappuccino though..) .

We went through camps 11 to 15. At camp 15 there is a three way intersection: the track north
follows the Hay River to Batton Hill towards the Plenty Highway. The track south goes to Camp
16 and Madigan’s Blazed Tree. The scenery changed quite dramatically, with more greenery,
more trees and lots of wide-open swales between the dunes and amazing birdlife. Madigan’s
blazed tree is still there, quite intact and looking very healthy. Comparing it with a picture in
Madigan’s book, it was evident that its size, general shape and vegetation has changed little
since 1939, but the blaze has almost completely grown over.
Due to the recent floods, via sat phone we discovered that we had to do a detour of
approximately 100km to cross the Eyre River before reaching Birdsville. A possible impact on
fuel reserves so our group split in two for 24H as some of us wanted to see Poepple Corner
where the state of Queensland meets South Australia and the Northern Territory.
9

We travelled on Poepple Lake (salt lake)

We came back via the French and QAA lines. These tracks are awful now, over used and too
many drivers do not adequately deflate their tyres and it makes the journey horrible for other
travelers. The scenery is more subdue dunes less red and alas decorated by various waste. `

We came back to the other group at the Eyre River. Recent floods in the Lake Eyre had spread to
flood plains and it was such a contrast after so many days in the desert. We had been joking of
possible fishing or swimming but the water is freezing and it was too windy. It was also our last
night camping in the bush another chilly night.
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We slowly travelled towards Birdsville and had some fun at the ‘Big Red’, a particular sand
dune that marks the symbolic edge of the Simpson Desert first of a series of around 1,140
parallel sand dunes stretching across the desert. In the afternoon we arrived in ‘town’. After a
well-earned shower we had our last dinner together as some had to go back home quickly.

Peter’s advice how to reach top of the Big Red

Lesson learnt: Thank you to Chris Nichols for the extensive gear list, fly veils included, from
Peter Butterfield good use of gear (fit for 2 purposes at least) discovering a great electric sawwith a wood demolition blade to chop the wood collected. We envied the one who had an
inverter for electric blankets it can be so cold! Everyone had yummy recipes for billy and camp
ovens – a few pyromaniacs in our team ….Bron? Michael, Andy. Overall, such camaraderie. For
a large group this went well!
Alain and I are keen to go back in a couple of years. Hopefully due to the remoteness of the
Madigan line not too many 4wd expeditions will damage ‘our’ tracks. Looking forward to see
you around.
Alain and Francoise
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Hump Day
At Camp 16 on the Hay River the group separated. Some wanted to continue on the Madigan
Line, Scott and Jen; Mike and Keryn, Charles and myself and the others who wanted to go to
Poeppell Corner, continued down the Hay River Track.

We had all wanted to see camels in the wild and up until now they had eluded us. This changed
dramatically early in the afternoon just after Camp 17. There had been plenty of signs of camels
on the track but no actual animals.
We had stopped for a quick break and had discovered a patch of drying mud that had
prominent camels hoofprints and signs a camel had been rolling around in the mud having a bit
of a bath. A few sand dunes over I saw a small group of three not far from the track. We all
closed up and watched for a while. Scott got his drone out and started filming, getting some
great close ups of the three of them. We were all pretty pleased that we had found this group
and set off again with Scott leading.
As soon as he got over the next dune Scott was on the radio. “You’re not going to believe this but
there are more over here and there’s heaps of them!” Sure enough over the next dune we hit
“peak camel” ....... a huge herd of them....... old ones, young ones, light ones and dark ones, some
almost black contrasting with the spinifex and sand.
Scott scrambled to find his spare drone battery and we all stopped to watch this mass of animals
swirl around the desert. They weren’t too happy we had surprised them and they started off,
then they paused for a moment and some of the older ones got very vocal. You could see their
mouths frothing up as they took off for the shelter of a small dune between us and them. We
continued down the track for a bit and the swale that they had headed along fed them out just in
front of the track.
12

At this point it seemed they didn’t quite know what they would do. It looked like they might
charge down en mass to challenge us. Some of the larger ones looked very threatening, but they
wheeled again and started running. It was a fantastic sight and they got up quite a pace. I
counted up to fifty but there were many more.
It was a great sight and one of the highlights of a very memorable trip.

Rob
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Unless you have experienced the desert, it is hard to describe the shear isolation and yet beauty
that is all around you. Even though the safety net of the group was only a dune or two ahead,
you could feel the vastness of the desert engulfing you every time you crested a dune, and each
dune and view different to the last. What a great trip, great company and many hurdles to
challenge us. I would also like to thank the Club members that gave me a few days to help tidy
up at Old Andado, without help from members of Clubs like ours the longevity of this historic
dwelling is in doubt. To be able to cook a meal on the old wood stove and then share it around
the large kitchen table with friends, as Molly would have done in her day, was a special treat.
Thanks Jake for taking on the job as leader, even though you had competition on a few days.
Peter Butterfield
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Some 4WD adventurers, with vehicles numbered nine, Met at Old Andado, to cross the Madigan Line.
With Jake, Bron and Andy, Peter, Charles, Scotty and Jen,
Along with Bruce and Carol, Francoise and Alain, Mike and Keryn.

A visit to Mac Clark Reserve, with no suggestion of a turn back,
A big dip, ups and downs, following dingo's and camel track

We meandered through the bush, with lots of dust around,
Past river beds, with trees aplenty, and lots of gibber on the ground.

Passing Camp 1A, though to 10 and more, photo stop or two,
To catch us crest a hill, dune or Madigan Claypan, the drone was flew.

Carol’s birthday celebrated with Bron’s fantastic chocolate fudge cake
cold nights, camp fires, blue cloudless skies and day’s that bake

green trees and grass, dead trees, spinifex, little flowers and troll trees rocks.
rivers full of water, dingo's, camels, a herd, horses and budgerigars flocks

A broken main spring, a deflating tyre and a tow or too,

Arriving at Camp 16, the group was slit in two

With some heading to Poeppel Corner, and the saltpans.
While the others visited Camps 17, 18 and 19 of Madigans.

With Camps 20, 21 and 22 under water, a deviation was required,
Down a little traveled track, at Eyres Creek Bypass we all arrived

Our group together, we continue on, a water crossing to be mount
then came the QAA Line, up and down dunes too numerous to count,

We all made it up Big Red and into Birdsville true
15

Onto the pub where a beer was downed, or twenty two!

All too soon it came to pass, seven days gone quickly by,
our trip was over, and that we had to say goodbye,

With all these happy memories of days gone by,

maybe we’ll be the lucky ones, to give Madigan’s another try.

Keryn and Michael Zissler.

This was my fifth journey across Australia's deserts so I suppose I am officially an addict. The
subtle variety and stoic self-sufficiency of these places is well - what? Although I rapidly move
into a state of Zen-like calm in the desert, a little voice in my head sometimes pesters me: why
on earth are you enjoying this? It's really boring. And there's a funny noise in the diff. But, after
this trip, I have a reply for that voice that will shut it up for good. It was one of the photos from
Scott's drone that suddenly made sense of it all. It's one where the dunes roll on, evenly spaced
and perfectly straight, into the vanishing blue. Although there is a lot of variety in deserts,
there's always a rhythm, a pattern. Often it's dunes, one after the other, the same but different.
Sometimes it's the succession of drainage lines, trees in sandy creek beds and then back to the
unforgiving gibber plains. Always there's the daily pattern, break camp, check the vehicle,
drive, coffee, drive, lunch, stop, make camp, cook, bed. It's exactly the repetitiveness and
simplicity of the desert journey that is so refreshing. It's the point, actually. Perhaps it is a
glimpse of what the monastic life is like, the horarium, the unchanging pattern of prayers that
has within itself the greater journey. Monasteries are often beautiful places, too So that's what
I'm going to tell the voice in my head next trip. And the diff is fine.

Charles.

Did someone say camels? - Madigan Line 2019

After a mad dash (some have said a VERY mad dash) of 2600 kms in 2.5 days, we made it from
Canberra to Old Andado Station (Via Coober Pedy stopover and explore of the town) on Sunday
afternoon to join trip leader Jake and crew in time for sunset and dinner around the fire.

Day 1 - After checking out Molly’s home (complete with some organ playing from Scotty) and
the “we’re off” drone shot of the group, we made way through Andado Station via the bore and
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rare Acacia Peuce tree (where Madigan set off from) to Camp 1 on the Madigan Line. Some of
the group decided to attempt the dune drive that takes you to Camp 1A (no actual marker but
we guessed the general location). Made camp near Camp 3 for sunset, fire and some Madigan
history (we have started following Madigan’s actual trip via Rob’s copy of “Crossing the Dead
Heart“ written by Madigan in 1939 when he undertook his expedition). Scotty and Bron
experimented (argued?) with some night photography - did anyone say “bossy”?!?! Andy: “nah,
she’s opinionated, I’m terrified”!!
Day 2 - Camp 3 to Camp 7 - different dunes today - lower - with bushes and spinifex galore but
very pretty with the green variations of the bushes in very red soil. Enjoying following
Madigan’s book from camp to camp. More night photography for Scott (with Bron’s camera) &
Jake joined him plus we have a dingo hanging around camp tonight. .
Day 3 - Camp 7 to Camp 11 - day of the spring!! Discovered we had a broken leaf spring which
meant the chance for some bush mechanics on way to Camp 9 as Alain’s spare Isuzu part was
made to fit the BT-50. Amazing dunes today (or ‘sandridges’ as Madigan called them) - funny,
Camp 9 was not good for Madigan (frail camels were his main concern) and we could say the
same for Bessie the BT. Traffic other way giving different reports re: current access to Adria
Downs Station to complete the Madigan Line so the decision will be made closer to Hay River
turnoff.
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Day 4 - Camp 11 to Camp 15 - Carol’s birthday + Carol & Bruce’s wedding anniversary (loving
the economising of dates guys!!). We couldn’t find the visitor’s book at Madigan’s Claypan that
PB remembered but did get some awesome drone footage. Bron’s cake at Camp 13 for birthday
celebrations went down a treat. Great flowers and vegetation today - more so with the backdrop
of the red sands. Went searching for but couldn’t find the Aboriginal midden (it’s a “hidden
midden”) on the Hay River Track. Made camp just past Camp 15 (which Madigan noted as the
best of his trip) and enjoyed a celebratory champagne. Another highlight of the day was
Charles’ star talk - amazing clear, starry night for it and don’t think we'll ever be able to look for
the Southern Cross without now seeing the emu in the Milky Way first!! Access to Adria Down
Station confirmed so group will split tomorrow (4 cars to continue the Madigan Line, 5 cars will
head for Poeppel Cnr).
Day 5 - Camp 15 to Camp 20 - Camel day!!! So many flies (courtesy of camping in a river bed we
think) gave way to a day of many birds - budgies, owls, hawks - great to hear all the birds in the
trees. Stopped at Madigan’s blazed tree at Camp 16 (but no longer can make out the M-39).
Between Camps 17 & 18 we came upon 3 camels which tolerated Scotty’s drone for a while
before ambling off. We were sooooo happy to have our camel sighting when, then, over the next
dune, we found a herd of 50+ camels with a bull in charge that was maybe not as pleased to see
us as we were to see them!!! Great drone footage as they galloped away. Then, between Camps
18 &19, there were 5 more (so over the camels now, ha ha!). Camp 19 provided “gidgee trees as
far as the eye can see” to quote Madigan and then we came upon a salt lake (this day has had
everything) then followed an old fence line through claypans to Camp 20 - wow! So green (like
a golf course) and so much water (more than expected). No luck finding the marker though according to the GPS, it was under water!!
Day 6 - Camp 20 to Eyre Creek - we needed to find the bypass track to Eyre Creek (that one of
the passersby had told us about and to just “follow your nose” to find it). Luckily, Scotty
spotted it. Parts of the track felt like we were forging it, but it is there. Very smooth is some
parts (and, funny, the camels - and dingos - use it too judging by the prints). Had to recover the
Track Trailer over 1 dune after a few attempts to drive over it. Fields of black bushes, followed
by red sand dunes, followed by real desert/dusty landscapes then over a rise to green fields
with cattle and wild horses that galloped alongside us for a bit - seriously, this trip has had
everything!!! Drove past a camel at the base of a bush that we assumed was dead (given the
other carcasses we passed) - but then it moved and ambled off surprised we were there!!!! Track
took us through a dry creek bed before hooking up with the private station tracks that led us to
the last dune over to the Eyre Creek crossing where we waited for the other party to join us.
Beautiful creek (but too cold & muddy for swimming, shame). Others arrived and we made the
creek crossing to our final desert camp for this trip.
Day 7 - Eyre Creek to Birdsville - relatively short trek to Big Red (how different it is in the
daylight!!). Scotty attempted to climb the biggest dune twice, but no joy (says he didn’t want to
risk putting too much stress on the spring so didn’t go hard!!). Aired up and made way to
Birdsville and the pub - which Madigan christened as “Camp 24” of his expedition.
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Just an amazing trip - our thanks to all!!

Scotty & Jen

We arrived at Old Andado early and spent four days cleaning up and doing maintenance jobs
with PB, Alain and Francoise, with Keryn and Mike arriving later in the week . It is a beautiful
spot and Molly must have been both a fortunate and resilient woman with the extremes of
temperature and the remoteness of her home. The remainder of the convoy arrived over the
weekend and we were ready to set off on the Monday. We were so lucky to have Jen speed
reading “Crossing the Dead Heart” by Cecil Madigan and relating the interesting bits to us along
the route we were taking each day (which followed Cecil’s route but we covered the ground so
much faster than he did with his camels!). These tit bits of information added a special touch to
the trip where we were seeing what he was experiencing so long ago. The landscape is magical,
colours phenomenal, and the light brilliant for photography. Driving the Madigan Line is
unique due to the lesser number of vehicles (compared to what feels like the bumper-to-bumper
traffic on the QAA line) and was so much fun, up and down 100s of sand dunes. Andy and I, as
usual, making sure we were driving the ‘fun’ stuff evenly. Everybody had to back down at least
once to have another go, perhaps with a different line or a different gear, and we had a nice
balance between driving and camping. Most camps were in fantastic and scenic spots in the
interdunals, and a good fire and happy hours and hours were enjoyed every night. Both Andy
and I fell in love with the desert and can’t wait to get out there again. Big thanks to Jake for
taking on the trip leading, and Chris for sharing his information when his trip was unable to
proceed due to the floods.
Bron
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Lids For Kids
Southern Tablelands Four Wheel Drive Club is supporting Lids for Kids. We would like you
to get behind us and save your bottle lids and bread tags to support this great cause.
We are collecting the lids/ bread tags at our monthly meetings.
If you have any queries please call Lynne on 0418 631 669.

20
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Trip Leader Workshop 2019
Trip Leaders are the life blood of this club. Without trip leaders this club would not exist.
The Trip Leader workshop was created to assist members in becoming Trip Leaders. It is not
mandatory for a club member to participate in this workshop to lead trips. This workshop is run
every two years and the training is still being enhanced and has not reached maturity.
I would like to thank Alex Szabo for his valuable input and also thank Andy and Brony Squire
and Lynne and Rob Donaldson for their assistance.
Below are the comments and feeling of the participants of this work shop.
Michael Patrick

Snow flurries escorted the Friday night convoy winding along Strike a Light and hopes for a
white winter morning, the topic of convoy speculation. Turning through ARB gate into a dusty
home paddock did not look promising and morning sunshine revealed a mere dusting under the
trees which was disappointing.

The Saturday workshop was a mix of both formal and round-table discussion of theory and
actual experiences. I think we all found the day helpful and informative. As for me, it was good
to be back, catch up with friends again and meeting newer members in our common interest of
trip leading. The diversity of interests in trips and outings will add to the mix nicely.
Sunday was more hands on, the practical exercises bringing to mind some points I’d forgotten
since the winching course. Other steps and techniques slotted into the bigger picture and made
more sense to me next time round. Being reasonably practical, but not mechanical, the more
exposure the better as far as I’m concerned, enhancing recall for next time and the chance of
being genuinely helpful in a recovery situation. I found the workshop helpful and appreciate
other members’ willingness to share their experience and knowledge. The general consensus was
practise, practise, practise makes for a collective knowledge base which can only lead to better
outcomes, more trips, good trips, safe trips. Thanks to Michael for his time and effort and the
input of everyone present, it was an informative and enjoyable weekend.
Victoria Jewett.
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Thanks for allowing us to become trip leaders . We thought we were in for a wet snow filled
weekend , but the weather gods were looking out for us again.
After learning heaps over the weekend , we are keen to run our first trip

Thanks to everyone one who was involved
Thanks Bron for Sat night entertainment your breaking up your breaking up Bron lo
Shakey Trish and Jack

Friday started with a late night drive to Talooge via Strike a Light which was a new approach to
the property which kept things interesting. Driving a new track, in the dark while it was
snowing was a fun way to start. Tent was set up in the dark and went to bed with the
expectation of a white vista in the morning. The morning did not quite start with the white
covering that was expected. There was a bit of snow but not heaps. The training day was in the
training rooms with the fire blazing making for a comfortable experience. Covered off a range of
topics that enabled a thorough understanding of the trip leader role which was augmented with
practical examples and tales from Michael and Alex to support the key information that was
being covered off. The day concluded with a practical winching demonstration to provide more
insight around managing a scenario followed by the Bendethra roll over video which provided
some interesting observations good and bad on managing a tricky situation.

Another cold and very windy night but survived well under canvas. A sunny day greeted us on
Sunday. More practical situations to develop capabilities and understanding of managing a
situation. Once concluded there was a debrief, lunch and a clean up and departure back the way
we came but in daylight this time. Got home with a new level of knowledge and looking
forward to applying in the future as a trip leader. Plan is to start off small and develop
experience to be able to take groups away on longer trips and contribute more to the club
activities.

Glen

Funny thing about the Trip Leader Training, it had very little content about where to go, routes
or Points of Interest, it was far broader more interesting than that. Rather than talking about
routes, there was lots of discussion about thinking outside the box for alternatives when the plan
(whatever that may have been) doesn't pan out as well as expected when influences outside of
your control take over.
We learnt a lot about managing resources whether they are people, vehicle, equipment or spares
and how to mix & match what's on hand to satisfy the immediate situation. There were plenty of
examples of situations that arose and needed to be worked through.
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Even funnier was the laughs and jokes we shared in the evenings and between sessions. I think
everyone had a great time as well as being educated.
Thanks to Michael and Alex for sharing their experiences, and Rob & Andy for the practical
demonstrations on how to get out of a pickle without the need of winches and providing
guidance on good convey planning. A fantastic weekend all round.
Brad

On a chilly Friday night eight eager trip leaders with a variety of experience met at Bredbo
Pizzeria , ate dinner and then traveled into Talooge along a snowy Strike A Light fire trail.
Saturday was spent in the classroom and with a top temp of cold with a sprinkling of the white
stuff that was appreciated. Once finished, we spent some time outside doing a winching
exercise. Then happy hour topped off with a night drive to wind down. Sunday was two
scenarios where we had to think through how we would manage a breakdown and a recovery
exercise.
Thanks to Michael for the training and Andy , Bronwyn, Rob and Lyn for their help during the
weekend.
Rob Stevenson

One of the more enjoyable club trips/training I have been on, as a relatively new member it was
great to get more of an insight into Talooge and protocols/processes and connect with the
trainers, take on some night driving and participate in a slings shot/use Dyneema rope for the
first time. In relation to the specific trip leader training there were many trip planning guides/
rules of thumb but a few that will stick with me include:
•

100k’s a day in low range is a good guide

•

If you need to leave a car behind, leave two cars, never leave people on their lonesome

•

Put the slowest driver/weakest vehicle at spot 2 (Now don’t get paranoid people!),

•

Mix up the weight and capability of vehicles, alternate weight/recovery capability

•

Trip leaders are not there to solve everyone's problems and lead recoveries, use expertise/
knowledge around you and involve others in decision making where possible

•

Follow Michael and Alex’s tradition of being on time Nazi’s, I like the 15 min prior to
departure walk around or the circle of shame in extreme situations

I compiled a list of a dozen trips over the weekend with a good mix of social, day trips, weekend
trips and extended trips for consideration, now just need to pull the finger out and convert a
couple! Thanks so much to Michael, Alex, Andy, Lynne, Victoria and Rob for all their insights
and look forward to the Camper Trailer Workshop and access being restored to Talooge .
DEAN MCPHERSON
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Michael – many thanks for having organised the Trip Leader Workshop – its great to be able to
turn up and it all just happens and happens well. Even though I have led many trips now, I
continue to learn each time we present these workshops, and they are an invaluable resource for
aspiring trip leaders. I look forward to extra trips going into the events calendar and hope to go
along on a few.
Alex

Good morning Michael, well just as promised the weather was great and the trip leader training
was as usual a very informative learning experience.
Learning the ins and outs of trip leading and hearing the experiences with the other club
members has certainly helped in organising future club trips, making trips enjoyable for all.

One thing I learnt is that things happen and when plan A goes south having plans B-C-D as back
up is all part of planning any trip.
Scott

Friday: Pizza, Snow flurries and good company around the fire. Staying warm was easy with
the swags in the shed.
Saturday: An early start with some snow settling in the shadows. A great discussion lead by
Michael about trip leading was had by all. Insights into handling certain situations were
invaluable and an eye opener. Pizza left overs, a small fire and an awesome night drive in the
nimble jeep followed by more good company around the fire.
Sunday: Winter is Coming. As we headed out for a few exercises around recovery (not actual
recoveries), the snow started to fall. Despite the cold, the lessons and insights into leading (not
necessarily managing) a recovery and crowd control were very useful.
Trip leaders are required by the club to continue to grow and attract new members - I highly
recommend this workshop.

Stuart
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New Gear For Prado Owners
Do you own a Prado 150 and are looking to get an ARB compressor fitted for all
those times you need to air up? Having trouble working out where to mount the
compressor?
Well ARB has come up with a solution to mount the compressor out of the way and
out of sight—and yet easy to access when you need it. An engineered quality bracket
to properly integrate the compressor into your Prado.
The Prado 150 Series Compressor Bracket allows you to install a CKMTA (twin),
CKMA (single) or CKSA (locker only) compressor with optional Air Locker Solenoids,
4L Air Tank, Manifold kit (CKMTA only) and ARB LINX PRV to the rear LHS of the
vehicle behind the trim panels. An additional bracket mounts the Quick Connect
Coupling and Switch inside the access panel which provides very easy access for
inflation of tyres.
The LHS rear guard location was chosen as it provided enough space to cater for a
twin compressor and 4L air tank and doesn’t interfere or consume with cargo
loading space.

Once fitted this is how it will look—easy to
access but out of sight and out of the way

And this is how it mounts
Fitting

The Prado 150 Compressor bracket
includes a comprehensive Installation guide showing detailed instructions on fitting the
CKMTA (twin) ARB Compressor with 4L Air Tank and manifold kit with switch and Quick
Connect Coupling to the bracket and correct installation of the bracket to the vehicle.
This configuration requires the largest amount of space and is the most detailed in fitment
requirements. CKMA (single) and CKSA (locker only) can also be fitted to this bracket using
the same instructions as they require less space for fitment.
Fitting times will vary depending if vehicle has a drawer system fitted or not. To remove the
3rd row seat, guard panels and refit after compressor bracket is fitted will take 1 hr. Fitted
the compressor to the bracket, wiring the compressor and fitting the bracket to the vehicle
will take 3 hours. If Drawers are fitted please allow 2 hours to remove drawers and refit after
compressor and panels are reinstalled.
Almost forgot—they have a similar mount for the Landcruiser 200 Series
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Membership
Membership figures as at 31 August 2019
Membership Type

Number

Ordinary

254

Life

10

Subtotal

264

Family

171

Total

435

Members not renewed

68

Bushfire damage March 2019
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CLUB BANK DETAILS
Bank:

Bank Australia

Account Name:

ST4WDC

BSB Number:

313 140

Account Number:

1213 0617

Members should use these account details in all transactions with
the club, including for membership fees and clothing purchases
when using direct deposit.
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Cavalier Camper trailer 2003 off road 7x4
Water tank with electric pump– 80 litres
Electric brakes

12 volt battery plus Anderson plug for car charging
Large pull out kitchen/ pantry
2 burner gas cooker
Double foam mattress
Off road tyres
Treg hitch
9 kilo gas bottle
2 x 20 litre Jerry Can carriers
New canvas soft top cover
Draw bar tool box

Stone guard
Currently Registered till 2/8/2019
Price $2500.00
This is a great 1st camper, we have recently upgraded to a new camper.
If you are interested, please call Rob on 0407 072 573
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DOMETIC WAECO CFX 65W
PORTABLE FRIDGE/FREEZER, 106 CANS
This is one of the next generation of powerful compressor portable fridge or freezers that keeps food and drinks
cold or frozen for longer. A highly impressive 65 l fridge or freezer with easy operation and capable of heavyduty operation. This model even allows convenient temperature control via its WiFi app. With an innovative and
rugged design, it provides energy efficient performance and extreme cooling, even in the harshest conditions.
This long-lasting fridge or freezer is the best choice for any of your leisure activity.
The Dometic Cool Freeze CFX has some seriously impressive features. Firstly, there’s the CFX Special Electronics
which include an intelligent automatic turbo cooler and memory function. Then not only is it suitable for deep
freezing down to –22 °C but it can also operate on solar power. Plus, regardless of the outside temperature, this
cooler will provide a first class, superbly quiet cooling performance. You can take this amazing cooler and
freezer wherever you go! Fitted with heavy-duty details like reinforced corners, stainless steel hinges and a
robust lid lining, the hi-tech coolers in the CFX series can withstand the most demanding of loads. The CFX 35W
to CFX 100W models give you the convenient option of controlling and monitoring the cooling temperature by

$800.00
Contact Michael Patrick 0412 377 941 email m-patrick@bigpond.com
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PRADO 120 RECOVERY POINTS
As new rated recovery points for a Toyota Prado 120 series. I had these fitted to my Prado briefly before installing a bulbar with integral recovery points. Never used in anger, the points include factory supplied nuts and
bolts.
Retail cost is $130. For sale for $50.

Price $50
Contact Tony on 0418203318
Email awarren_1999@yahoo.com.au
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RHINO RACK SHOVEL HOLDERS
Used Rhino Rack shovel holders (2).
E-bay cost new is around $50. For sale for $15.

Price $15
Contact Tony on 0418203318
Email awarren_1999@yahoo.com.au
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WINCH EXTENSION STRAP (NEW)
TIGERZ11 20m long winch extension strap. 50mm wide, rated for 5000KG. New, still in plastic wrapping.
Prices range from somewhere between $40 and $60 for straps of this nature. For sale for $30.

Price $30
Contact Tony on 0418203318
Email awarren_1999@yahoo.com.au
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Toyota Landcruiser 100 Series Sahara 2004
1HD-FTE Factory Turbo Diesel 4.2 Litre
GVM Upgrade – Registered as 5 seater

302000 Kms
Had 300K timing belt replaced as per maintenance schedule
Features
ARB Bull Bar
Side rails
Lift Kit with Dobinson Shocks
Light force Spot Lights
Premier Winch
Snorkel
Heat Exchange Unit
Performance Chip
200 Litre Fuel tank
2 x 50 Litre water tanks with pump
Roof Rack and awning
LED lights on Roof Rack
2 x CB’s
Wired up for HEMA and Tyre Dog monitor
Auxilliary Battery
Engel Fridge Socket (in rear)
Drawer System with Fridge Slide
Brake Controller
Tow Bar
Rear Wheel Carrier
Water Tap on Wheel Carrier
6 x Steel Rims with Cooper LT Tyres (ie: 2 spares)
1200 watt Inverter
Cargo Barrier
USB ports x 2

Great value at $35,000. Phone Michael on 0418 627 162 for more details
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For Sale
ARB 60 Litre Fridge/Freezer (New)
Brand new ARB 60 Litre Fridge/Freezer still
in original box and never used. Selling as it
won’t fit in my vehicle.

Retail Price $1,399.00

Will sell for $1,100 ONO
Contact Greg or Anita on 0414 422 214
Or email: greg.axell@gmail.com

About the Fridge
Developed in Australia to suit unique Outback conditions, the new fridge/freezer offers the
convenience of having cold food and drinks no matter where your 4wheeling takes you. This
product is the result of more than three years of research and design, followed by extensive
testing undertaken both in-house and in tough off road environments. Supported by a

comprehensive 3 year warranty, the ARB Fridge Freezer features a practical design,
optimised capacity and a high quality cooling system, making it perfect for any travelling
adventure.
Perfect for family trips or off road touring, the 60L Fridge Freezer features a low profile to
suit roller drawer systems, utes, larger 4WDs, boats and camper trailers.

Fridge Specifications
CAPACITY

60 litres (90 x 375ml cans)

EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS H428mm x W450mm x D845mm
INTERNAL DIMENSIONS Fruit & Dairy Compartment:
H126mm x W355mm x D151mm
Main Compartment:
H321mm x W355mm x D477mm
WEIGHT

24.5kg

COOLING CAPACITY

+10°C to -18°C

POWER

Built-in 12/24V DC and 100-240V AC power
Integrated battery protection system

CURRENT DRAW

0.89 amps/hour*
*Average power consumption tested at 3°C
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2008 TOYOTA LANDCRUISER CAB CHASSIS (DLS 05Y) & TRAYON CAMPER

Extras on vehicle include:
Bull bar, winch and side rails.

Bespoke steel tray, rubber tray mat.

Weather shields left & right.

Air conditioning & dual battery system.

ARB compressor in toolbox.

Full length shelf under tray & ladder rack.

80 Channel Icom CB roof mounted

CODAN H F Radio mounted behind seat.

NOW ARB roof rack.

4 toolboxes under the tray.

Full width tyre box, 2 tyres & tools.

Air bag assist suspension.

Daytime LED running lights.

Tow bar 50 mm SQ, lock, pin and bolt.

5 Mag Rim Highway tyres (continental)

Switched LED reverse / work light.

6 Steel Rim 4WD Coper Discovery ST

Trayon extras:
Extra power points & 12-volt outlets.

High density foam double mattress.

Corner bolsters & 2 ARB LED lights.

Extra new house batteries.

Canvas skirt, fly & awning (not in picture).

TRAYON Number 541.

Contact: David Campbell  0431 574 303  dcam77@netspeed.com.au
One owner since new designed this unique Trayon mounting system

Price Complete: $88,990 ONO. Low Km (under 122,000Km). NSW rego to 12/4/20.
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The following local companies support our Club in various ways including by annually
sponsoring the Club. As a Club we really appreciate their support, and we recommend that our
members support these businesses.
As well as receiving discounts and great advice and service you will be supporting local
businesses who support your Club and four wheel driving in general.

ARB FYSCHWICK
188-190 GLADSTONE ST, FYSHWICK ACT,
TEL: (02) 6280 7475
What can we say about ARB that you don't already
know? ARB
make and offer some of the most rugged and
well-designed
accessories available for your fourwheel drive and have
become the
benchmark for strength and reliability. We
recommend you
talk with them about
equipping your vehicle
for
all

BATTERY WORLD
95 Grenville Court, Phillip ACT,
Tel: (02) 6282 9884
Mark and Nicole Roberts have been Battery World franchisees since 2004. Apart from selling a
huge range of batteries they also specialise in auto electrical service, dual
battery systems, solar installations plus camper trailer and van set ups.
www.batteryworld.com.au

MONARO OFFROAD CENTRE
25 Stevens Road, Queanbeyan.
Tel: 02 6297 6006
The folks at Monaro Offroad Centre have been long-time supporters of our club, and look after
the vehicles of many of our members. Michael and Rod can look after you with all vehicle
servicing, repairs, pre-purchase inspections, trip preparation, new car warranty servicing, and
a free courtesy car on request. They can supply and fit accessories from all the well-known
brands from leading manufacturers. www.monarooffroad.com.au
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CANBERRA CARAVAN & 4WD CENTRE
39 Kembla Street, Fyshwick, ACT, 2609,
Tel: (02) 6280 0655

Canberra Caravan & 4x4 Centre (formally Pride Caravans) has renovated the store &
changed their name to widen their already diverse range of products to include
Ironman 4x4 range. Their large range of caravan accessories includes towbars, weight

CANBERRA TOYOTA
Located in Gunghalin, Fyschwick, Belconnen & Phillip

For a great range of new and quality pre-owned vehicles,
go and see their
team. They can also provide you with
genuine servicing, finance, insurance and a massive range of parts & accessories. They
are committed to delivering quality, safety and innovation in everything we do; while at
the same time finding ways to improve. If you're looking for a Dealership that can take

WATTS COMMUNICATION
1/68-70 Kembla Street, Fyshwick ACT.
Tel: 02 6280 6416
Watts Communications is a family owned & operated business established in Canberra
for over 25 years. They are your one stop shop for all of your two-way radio, UHF CB
radio, GPS navigation & GPS vehicle tracking needs. Their have an extensive show
room and a fully equipped workshop to undertake installations into all types of

CAMPERACT
1/9 Maxwell Place, Narellan, NSW
Tel: 0406 379 913
Camperact (formerly Independent Trailers) is the regional representative and dealer for
Australian campers from; Track Trailer, Altitude Campers, Trayon Campers, Bolwell RV,
BackTrax Sports Utility Rooftents and Stockman (Sydney) Pod Trailers.
Their principals, Catherine and Peter, are also long-time members of this club, and are totally
Members should note that many of our fantastic sponsors offer Club members a discount
on goods purchased from them. Please ask at time of purchase and have your membership card handy.
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Club Clothing
Polo Shirts

$38.00

Chambery Shirts

$45.00

Jackets

$110.00

Hoodies

$45.00

Rugby Tops

$50.00

Caps

$15.00

Bucket Hats

$15.00

Beanies

$20.00

Name Badges

$10.00

Talooge water fall
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